INTRODUCTION
in any study program involving banding birds in such a way that each bird can be identified by its unique color band combination, an essential stage is to list all possible permutations of colors. Such a listing can be difficult and laborious to work out when a large number of bands are to be used on each bird. To reduce the labo1, recourse may be made to computer programs, such as that written by Buekley and Hancock (1968) for an IBM 1620. However, general programs capable of handling a wide variety of problems do not seem to be available in FORTRAN IV for IBM 360 computers. The Experience suggests that it is often advisable to avoid having two identical colors as adjacent bands since this leads to errors when inspecting birds from a distance. If such errors are likely to occur, all permutations which have adjacent bands of the same color should be excluded from the list of permutations used in the study. For instance, RED RED BLACK would not be a permitted permutation because, from a distance, it might be difficult to decide whether this is a two-band or a three-band combination. Note, A Generalized Completer P•ogram 12•l however, that non-adjacent but repeated permutations such as RED BLACK RED are acceptable as these do not present any difficulty in determining the number of bands. The formula which gives the total number of permutations of n colors taken r at a time, with an aluminum band inserted at the beginning, in between, or at the end of the series of color bands, and with all permutations having adjacent identical colors excluded is: P = (r d-1).n.(n-1) r-• Table 2 gives solutions for the total number of permutations using this equation.
The computer program allows the user to specify whether all possible permutations are to be listed or only the restricted set in which permutations having adjacent bands with identical colors are excluded. It also allows the user to specify both how many bands he will use on a bird and the list of colors he wishes to use. Some observers are blue-green color blind and, if so, the user-specified list can exclude either zreen or blue or both.
THE PROGRAIl
The computer program is fully generalized, printing out either all permutations or a selected set of permutations, of a user-specified number of colors drawn from a user-specified set of colors. Between two and five colors may be drawn from the set giving, when the aluminum band is included, a total of between three and six bands per bird. The set may have between two and twenty non-repeated 
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Col. 20 r, the number of colors to be selected (integer; rightjustified).
½ (zero or blank) if output on cards is not required; i if output on cards is required.
• if a list of all permutations (repeats allowed) is required. 1 if a restricted list (excluding identical, adjacent colors) only is required.
Card type 3 Variable format
One card per problem. Include this card only if i was punched in column 15 of card type 2. In other cases leave out. This card controls the format on the output cards --a suitable card would be (k (A4,1X) ) where k --r + 1.
Card type 4 Specified color list
One card per problem. Specify the colors which make up the set. Allow four card columns per color and punch the colors as words, starting in column i and continuing for as many columns as are necessary. The total number of colors specified (four column words) must be the same as the first number specified on card type 2. A generalized computer program is given, written in FORTRAN IV for IBM 360 machines. This program lists all combinations of n color bands taken r at a time where n and r are specified by the user. An aluminum band is automatically included in the listing. The total number of color bands can be from two to 20 according to user option, and the number of bands selected is optionally between two and five. An option is available which rejects all permutations having identical adjacent colors from the output listing. Output is either on the line printer or on the line printer and card punch, according to user option. Object time formats are used to control the output on cards so that these are under the control of the user •nd may be varied. The minimum core size required for the program is 3264 bytes.
